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Abst ract - -We add physical appeal to Einstein velocity addition law of relativistically admissible 
velocities, thereby gaining new analogies with classical mechanics and invoking new insights into the 
special theory of relativity. We place Einstein velocity addition in the foundations of both special 
relativity and its underlying hyperbolic geometry, enabling us to present special relativity in full 
three space dimensions rather than the usual one-dimensional space, using three-geometry instead of 
four-geometry. Doing so we uncover unexpected analogies with classical results, enabling readers to 
understand the modern and unfamiliar in terms of the classical and familiar. In particular, we show 
that while the relativistic mass does not mesh up with the four-geometry, it meshes extraordinarily 
well with the three-geometry, providing unexpected insights that are not easy to come by, by other 
means. © 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Prior to Einstein a distinction was usually made between geometry and physics [1]. Among out- 
standing forerunners ofthe idea that physics is reducible to geometry we may mention Pdemann, 
Clifford, Poincarb, Bolyai, and Lobachevsky. The reduction of physics to geometry began with 
the reduction by Einstein of the physics of gravitation to geometry in his general theory of rela- 
tivity. The aim of this article is accordingly to study special relativity, as originally formulated 
by Einstein, in terms of an appropriate geometry. The geometry that fits the physics turns out 
to be the hyperbolic geometry of Bolyai and Lobachevsky, as emphasized, for instance, in [2]. 
This major undertaking of unleashing the power of hyperbolic geometry in Einstein's pecial theory of relativity 
involves the introduction of Einstein vectors into hyperbolic geometry, where they are called "gyrovectors". It 
has received the generous cientific support from Helmuth K. Urbantke of the Institute for Theoretical physics, 
Vienna, Austria, and Scott Walter of the University of Nancy 2, Nancy, France, who helped placing the resulting 
gyrovector space notion on the road to the mainstream physics literature. 
0898-1221/05/$ - see front matter (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. Typeset by .AA4S-TEX 
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The mere mention of hyperbolic geometry is enough to strike fear in the heart of readers who 
are not experienced with that geometry. Some readers regard themselves as excluded from the 
profound insights of hyperbolic geometry so that this enormous portion of human achievement is 
a closed door to them. But we open it on our mission to make the hyperbolic geometry of Bolyai 
and Lobachevsky, which underlies the special theory of relativity, accessible to a wider audience 
in terms of analogies with Euclidean geometry. 
Guided by novel analogies that unify Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry, our way to study 
hyperbolic analytic geometry is the same familiar way of the study of Euclidean analytic geometry. 
In fact, in our way to study hyperbolic analytic geometry, almost invariably we can translate 
mechanically familiar results of Euclidean analytic geometry into analogous results of hyperbolic 
analytic geometry. We simply replace the Newtonian velocity addition + (which is just the 
ordinary vector addition) by the Einsteinian velocity addition ~ that we present in Section 2. 
Of course, this mechanical translation is not always complete since on several occasions it is 
accompanied by additional translations, like the translation of the Newtonian mass into the 
relativistic mass in the transition from Figures 4 and 5. 
Special relativity, as presently studied in most relativity books, is not Einsteinian relativity. 
Rather, it is Minkowskian relativity, the special theory of relativity as was subsequently refor- 
mulated by Minkowski. As a result, some authors of relativity books omit the concept of the 
relativistic mass since it does not mesh up with Minkowskian special relativity [3], as we indicate 
in Section 4. 
In contrast, we show that the relativistic mass meshes extraordinarily well with Einsteinian 
special relativity. Specifically, we uncover unexpected analogies that the relativistic mass captures 
when it is studied in the context of Einsteinian special relativity and its underlying hyperbolic 
geometry. These analogies, in turn, can help readers understand the modern and unfamiliar in 
terms of the classical and familiar. Accordingly, a fair comparison of the two successful approaches 
to special relativity, the Einsteinian and the Minkowskian approaches, would be more useful 
to teachers of special relativity. In a novel way we show that rather than contradicting the 
Minkowskian approach, the Einsteinian approach provides powerful, far reaching insights into 
the Minkowskian approach. 
To achieve our goal we employ the Einstein velocity addition law and its associated Thomas 
precession, which until the recent appearance of [4] have rested in undeserved obscurity for too 
long. While the Minkowski picture stresses absolute objects like rest masses, we show that 
the Einstein picture places the velocity dependent relativistic mass in the foreground. This, in 
turn, introduces us into hyperbolic geometry the invention of which, just as that of relativity, 
constitutes one of the great achievements of scientific ulture. 
Applications of Thomas precession, that we call Thomas gyration, offer a rich variety of inter- 
disciplinary adventures for the reader. What is especially striking is the fact that crucial analogies 
between the pairs 
Euclidean Geometry ) ( Hyperbolic Geometry ) 
Newtonian Mechanics *-~ Einsteinian Mechanics (1) 
get unexpectedly discovered in diverse situations one of which, concerning the notion of the 
relativistic enter of momentum (CM) velocity, is displayed in Figures 4 and 5. Remarkably, the 
novel analogies in these figures stem from the relativistic mass correction, according to which the 
mass of moving objects is velocity dependent [3]. 
Einstein velocity addition provides powerful insights into the Lorentz transformation aswell. 
We show that Einsteinian velocities and space rotations parameterize the Lorentz transformation 
group of relativistic mechanics just as Newtonian velocities and space rotations parameterize the 
Galilei transformation group of classical mechanics. Fhrthermore, we present he composition 
law of Lorentz transformations in terms of parameter composition in a way fully analogous to 
the well known composition law of Galilei transformations in terms of parameter composition. 
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This and other related novel analogies the Lorentz transformation group shares with its Galilean 
counterpart, as seen through the novel insights that Einstein velocity addition law and its associ- 
ated Thomas precession provide, are presented in Section 13. Following these analogies, readers 
who intuitively understand the parameterized Galilei transformation group can straightforwardly 
extend their intuitive understanding to the parameterized Lorentz transformation group as well. 
Application of the latter to the covariant CM velocity is presented in Sections 14-16, giving rise 
to the notion of the hyperbolic barycentric coordinates. 
Being guided by analogies with classical results we thus place Einstein velocity addition in 
the foundations of special relativity, enabling us to present special relativity in full three space 
dimensions rather than the usual one-dimensional space, using three-geometry instead of four- 
geometry. 
As a mathematical prerequisite we assume nothing more than familiarity with the elementary 
operations of 3-dimensional vectors, with straight lines and angles of Euclidean analytic geometry, 
and with elementary linear algebra. This prerequisite makes our presentation of the road from 
Einstein velocity addition to special relativity in the context of hyperbolic geometry as painlessly 
as possible and accessible to a wider audience. 
2. E INSTE IN  VELOCITY  ADDIT ION 
Attempts to measure the absolute velocity of the earth through the hypothetical ether had 
failed. The most famous of these experiments is one performed by Michelson and Morley in 1887 
[5]. It was 18 years later before the null results of these experiments were finally explained by 
Einstein in terms of a new velocity addition law that bears his name, that he introduced in his 
1905 paper that founded the special theory of relativity [6,7]. 
Contrasting Newtonian velocities, which are vectors in the Euclidean 3-space ]~3, Einsteinian 
velocities must be relativistically admissible, that is, their magnitude must not exceed the vac- 
uum speed of light. It will prove useful to introduce a notation, @, for the addition of Einsteinian 
velocities, which is similar to the common otation, +, that we use for vector addition of Newto- 
nian velocities. The notation @ for Einstein addition will help us in this article to treat Einstein 
addition and vector addition on essentially the same footing. Moreover, the new notation @ and 
@, along with the familiar addition + and subtraction - of vectors, will enable us to study the 
hyperbolic analytic geometry that we need in this article just as we study Euclidean analytic 
geometry. 
Let 
~ = {v c ~3:P41 < c} (2) 
be the c-ball of all relativistically admissible velocities, c being the vacuum speed of light. It is 
the ball of radius c, centered at the origin of the Euclidean 3-space •3, consisting of all vectors 
v in R 3 with magnitude l[v]l smaller than c. Einstein addition O in the ball, for velocities that 
need not be parallel, is given by the equation [4,8], 
u@v= l+u.v /c~ u+--v+Tu c2--(u.v)ul+Tu " (3) 
for all u, v E R 3, where 7u is the Lorentz factor 
1 
~'~ = v' l  ...... IluJl~/c 2" (4) 
The Lorentz factor gives the relativistic orrection factor of the relativistic mass mTv of a 
moving particle with Newtonian (or, rest) mass m and velocity v E •3 [3]. 
Einstein addition (3) of relativistically admissible velocities is found in his 1905 paper [7, p. 
141] where the magnitudes, (11), of the two sides of Einstein addition (3) are presented. One has 
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to remember here that the Euclidean three-vector algebra was not so widely known in 1905 and, 
consequently, was not used by Einstein. Einstein calculated in [5] the behavior of the velocity 
components parallel and orthogonal to the relative velocity between inertial systems, which is as 
close as one can get without vectors to the vectorial version that we present in (3). 
In the Newtonian limit, c --~ oc, the ball R 3 of all relativistically admissible velocities expands 
to the whole of its space [~3, as we see from (2), and Einstein addition @ reduces to ordinary 
vector addition + in ]~3, as we see from (3) and (4). 
For the sake of simplicity some normalize the vacuum speed of light to c = 1. We, however, 
prefer to leave it as a free positive parameter enabling Einstein addition to be reduced to the 
ordinary vector addition in the Newtonian limit, when c --~ ~.  Thus, in the Newtonian limit the 
groupoid of Einsteinian velocities (R3, ®) reduces to the group of Newtonian velocities (1~3, +). 
A groupoid in mathematics i  a nonempty set with a binary operation. Einstein addition @ is 
a binary operation in the ball ~3, giving rise to the groupoid (~3, •), just as ordinary vector 
addition + is a binary operation in the Euclidean 3-space 1~3, giving rise to the group (R 3, +). A 
group is a groupoid in which the binary operation is associative, and has a neutral element and 
an inverse element. As an example, the group (~3, +) of Newtonian velocities is the Euclidean 
3-space ]~3 with its ordinary vector addition +. The neutral element is the zero vector 0, and 
the inverse lement of v E R3 is -v .  Vector addition in ]~3 is both commutative and associative 
since for all u, v, w E R 3 we have 
u+v=v+u,  
u+ (v +w)  = (u+v)  +w.  
(5) 
Unlike the group (IR 3, +) of Newtonian velocities, we will see in Section 6 that Einstein velocity 
~a addition is neither commutative nor associative, so that the groupoid ( c, ~) of Einsteinian 
velocities is not a group. 
In the special case when Einstein velocity addition is restricted to parallel velocities, the re- 
sulting restricted Einstein velocity addition is both commutative and associative. When it is 
necessary to contrast Einstein velocity addition with its restricted velocity addition, we use the 
term general (as opposed to restricted) Einstein velocity addition for the binary operation @ in (3). 
3. THE GENERAL EINSTEIN VELOCITY ADDIT ION 
IS UNHEARD OF IN MOST 
RELATIVITY BOOKS. WHY? 
Harmony is the notion that motivates and justifies our desire to impose mathematical order 
on natural phenomena. The discovery of Vladimir Vari~ak in 1908-1910 [9,10] that Einstein's 
addition of relativistically admissible three-velocities has natural interpretation i  the hyperbolic 
geometry of Bolyai and Lobachevsky was therefore a great triumph to Riemann and to the 
principle of harmony between mathematics and physics. For his chagrin, Vari~ak had to admit in 
1924 that the adaption of vector algebra for use in hyperbolic space was just not possible [11, p. 
80]. However, it is now known that the gyroformalism that [4] introduces allows the introduction 
of vectors into hyperbolic geometry, where they are called gyrovectors [4]. 
Riemann was aware of the possible application of his geometry to physics. In his inaugural 
address in 1854 on the occasion of joining the University Faculty of G5ttingen he said that 
the value of his non-Euclidean geometry can possibly be to liberate us from preconceived i eas, 
should ever the time come that in the exploration of the laws of physics the concepts of Euclidean 
geometry may have to be abandoned. These prophetic words were literally fulfilled fifty years 
later by the special theory of relativity [12, p. 91] uncovered by Einstein in 1905 [6,7]. 
However, as Scott Walter notes [13], in contrast o the amount of publicity they received, ap- 
plications of the hyperbolic geometry of Bolyai and Lobachevsky to relativity physics produced 
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slim results, the value of which was outstripped by the technical intricacy of the methods de- 
veloped to obtain them. The seemingly lack of harmony between mathematics and Einstein's 
original formulation of special relativity led Hermann Minkowski to reformulate special relativity, 
elaborating during the years 1907-1909 a four-dimensional spacetime geometry, now known as 
the Minkowski space. The basic notion in Minkowski's reformulation of special relativity is the 
Lorentz transformation of four-velocities as opposed to Einstein's formulation in terms of his 
addition law of three-velocities. 
Minkowski characterized his spacetime geometry as evidence that pre-established harmony be- 
tween pure mathematics and applied physics does exist [14]. Subsequently, the study of special 
relativity followed the lines laid down by Minkowski, in which the role of Einstein velocity addition 
and its interpretation i  the hyperbolic geometry of Bolyai and Lobachevsky are ignored [15]. 
The tension created by the mathematician Minkowski nto the specialized realm of theoretical 
physics, as well as Minkowski's trategy to overcome disciplinary obstacles to the acceptance of
his reformulation of special relativity is discussed by Scott Walter in [16]. 
According to Leo Corry [17], Einstein considered Minkowski's reformulation of his theory in 
terms of four-dimensional spacetime to be no more than "superfluous erudition". More generally, 
the entry of mathematicians i to the field of relativity was described by Einstein as an invasion, 
as Sommerfeld later recalled [16;18, p. 102]. But, the importance of the Minkowskian special 
relativity was quickly grasped by physicists like Arnold Sommerfeld and Max von Laue. The 
inability to obtain a viable alternative forced Einstein later in life to adopt the Minkowskian 
reformulation ofhis special theory of relativity [3, fn. 27]. However, the missing viable alternative 
is now available following recent developments in [4], some of which are revised and presented in
this article. 
The present objection to place Einstein velocity addition centrally in special relativity is traced 
back to Minkowski. Scott Walter thus writes [13]: 
Minkowski neither mentioned the [Einstein] law of velocity addition, nor expressed it in 
formal terms. 
Moreover, at the September 1909 meeting of the German Association of Natural Scientists in 
Salzburg, Arnold Sommerfeld attempted to spark physicists' interest in Minkowskian formalism 
of special relativity. According to Walter [13]: 
As an example of the advantage ofthe Minkowskian approach, Sommerfeld selected [in 
his Salzburg talk] the case of Einstein's "famous addition theorem", according to which 
velocity parallelograms do not close [that is, equivalently, Einstein velocity addition 
is neither commutative nor associative]. This "somewhat strange" result, Sommerfeld 
suggested, became "completely clear" when viewed from Minkowski's tandpoint. 
Accordingly, Penrose writes [19]: 
My own point of view would be that . . ,  special relativity was not fully appreciated 
(either by Poincar~ or by Einstein) until Herman Minkowski presented, in 1908, the 
four-dimensional space-time picture. He gave a now famous lecture at the University 
of GSttingen in which he proclaimed, 'Henceforth space by itself, and time by itself are 
doomed to fade away into mere shadow, and only a kind of union of the two will preserve 
an independent reality.' 
Einstein seems not to have appreciated the significance of Minkowski's contribution 
initially, and for about two years he did not take it seriously. But subsequently he 
came to realize the full power of Minkowski's point of view. It formed the essential 
background for Einstein's extraordinary late development ofgeneral relativity, in which 
Minkowski's four-dimensional space-time geometry becomes curved. 
Contrasting Minkowski's inseparable spacetime, the desirability of splitting spacetime into 
space and time in general relativity is expressed by Charles W. Misner, Kip S. Thorne and John 
Archibald Wheeler in [20, p. 505]. 
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As a result of the trend initiated by Minkowski, the general Einstein velocity addition of 
relativistically admissible velocities that need not be parallel is unheard of in most books on 
relativity physics. Among outstanding exceptions are [8,21,22]. Not unexpectedly, therefore, the 
history of gyrogroup theory and its application to Einstein velocity addition is presented in [8, 
pp. 141-142]. 
4. WHY ARE WE FORCED TO USE THE E INSTE IN  
VELOCITY  ADDIT ION IN  THIS  ART ICLE?  
To understand the role that the relativistic mass plays in the geometry of the relativistic CM 
velocity we need an approach to special relativity that meshes moothly with the relativistic mass 
concept. Hence, we are forced in this paper to employ Einsteinian, rather than Minkowskian, 
relativity. 
The fact that the relativistic mass does not mesh with the Minkowskian four-vector spacetime 
approach to the study of speciM relativity led several authors to omit the relativistic mass from 
new books and new editions of old books on relativity physics regardless of its physicM reality, 
as noted by Adler in [3]. Out of many examples three outstanding ones follow. 
Brehme writes on "The bane of the relativistic mass" [23]: 
By assigning mass a relativistic haracter, we obscure both the simplicity and the 
essentially kinematic nature of relativity. 
Adler writes [3]: 
Any one who has tried to teach special relativity using the four-vector space-time ap- 
proach knows that relativistic mass and four-vectors make for an ill-conceived marriage. 
... The solution is for physics teachers to understand that relativistic mass is a 
concept in turmoil. If they choose to use it in their course, they should caution the 
students to this effect. 
Okun writes [24]: 
In the modern language of relativity theory there is only one mass, the Newtonian mass 
m, which does not vary with velocity; hence the famous formula E = mc 2 has to be 
taken with a large grain of salt. 
The concept of the relativistic, velocity dependent mass has physical significance; see for in- 
stance [24,25]. Presently energy, as opposed to mass, is the primary quality in relativistic physics. 
We show that the Einstein picture places the velocity dependent relativistic mass in the fore- 
ground. Contrasting the opinion that the concept of the relativistic mass is in turmoil since it 
does not mesh with Minkowskian relativity, we show in this article that this peaceful concept is 
rather welcome since it meshes extraordinarily well with Einsteinian relativity. 
Teachers who, following this article, choose to teach the Minkowski space-time as a notion 
derived from Einsteinian relativity (as we do in Section 13), rather than as a primitive notion, 
will be rewarded by encountering no confusion in the concept of the relativistic mass. Rather, 
they will encounter the harmonious interplay between the relativistic mass and the hyperbolic 
geometry of Bolyal and Lobachevsky that regulates Einstein velocity addition, as we show in 
Section 13, and illustrate graphically in Figures 4 and 5. Relativistic mass, the ugly duckling of 
Minkowski's four-vectors i , thus, the beautiful swan of Einstein's three-velocities. 
5. THE EMERGENCE OF  HYPERBOLIC  
GEOMETRY IN  SPECIAL  RELAT IV ITY  
In this section, we present he historical way in which hyperbolic geometry emerged in special 
relativity soon after it was introduced by Einstein in 1905. The rest of the paper is independent 
of this section so that readers may skip it if they are interested in the new rather than the old. 
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The Lorentz factor (4) is linked to Einstein addition (3) by the two equivalent identities 
U'V  
U 'V  
"),uev = ~/u~/v (1 - -~- ) ,  
(6) 
(7) 
first studied by Sommerfeld [27] and Vari6ak [10]. 
We use the notation @v = -v  for the negative Einsteinian velocity, and uev  = u@(-v) for 
the Einstein subtraction i  the ball ~ so that, for instance, v@v = O. 
The usefulness of hyperbolic functions in special relativity is well known [28[. The rapidity Cv 
of a relativistically admissible velocity v is defined by the equation 
Cv = tanh -1 llvll, (8) 
a 
so that, 
cosh 6v = 7v, 
sinhCv = 7v Ilvll • (9) 
C 
In the years 1910-1914, the period which experienced a dramatic flowering of creativity in the 
special theory of relativity, the Croatian physicist and mathematician Vari~ak (1865-1942), pro- 
fessor and rector of Zagreb University, showed in [10], that this theory has a natural interpretation 
in hyperbolic geometry [15,29]. 
Indeed, identity (7) can be written in terms of rapidities as [30] 
cosh Cuev = cosh Cu cosh Cv - sinh Cu sinh Cv cos A, (lO) 
where, according to Barrett [31], the angle A has been interpreted by Sommerfeld [27], and 
Vari6ak [10], as a hyperbolic angle in the relativistic "triangle of velocities" in the Beltrami ball 
model of hyperbolic geometry. The role of Carath~odory in this approach to special relativity 
and hyperbolic geometry has recently been described by Barrett [31], emphasizing that (10) is 
the "cosine rule" in hyperbolic geometry. 
Like vector addition, Einstein velocity addition has a neutral element, the zero vector 0, and 
the inverse of a vector v is the vector @v = -v  in the ball N 3. Unlike vector addition, how- 
ever, Einstein velocity addition is neither commutative nor associative. Thus, in the context of 
Euclidean geometry Einstein velocity addition does not possess the structure one would expect 
from "addition". This is, however, not the case in the context of hyperbolic geometry, as we will 
see. 
6. ON THE ALGEBRA OF  E INSTE IN  ADDIT ION 
Einstein velocity addition (3) is not commutative since, in general, u@v ~ v@u in the ball 
R~ of all relativistically admissible velocities. Moreover, Einstein velocity addition (3) is not 
associative since, in general, uG(v@w) ¢ (u@v)@w for relativistically admissible velocities u, v 
and w in the ball. Paradoxically, if the relative velocity between two inertial frames is the 
composite velocity of u and v, one may ask whether the "correct" relative velocity is u@v or 
v@u. This paradox will be resolved in (81). 
We may note that the two distinct velocities u@v and v@u in the ball n~ have equal magni- 
tudes [32], 
I luev l l2  = I lveul l  2 
u+v 2 1 II uxv  2, (11) 
II1+  
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so that there exists a rotation that takes v~u into u@v. Indeed, the unique rotation that takes 
v@u into uOv about a rotation axis perpendicular to the plane of u and v through an angle < 7r 
is the well-known Thomas rotation, or precession, generated by u and v [30,33]. It was already 
known to Silberstein in 1914 [34], as we will emphasize in Section 9. Graphical illustration of the 
Thomas precession generated by two relativistic velocities is presented in [35]. 
For parallel velocities in ~ Einstein velocity addition (3) specializes to the binary operation 
u+v 
u@v = 1 + u.  v/c 2' ulJv' (12) 
which is both commutative and associative. Owing to its simplicity and mathematical regularity, 
the restricted case (12) of Einstein velocity addition (3) for parallel relativistically admissible 
velocities is commonly found in the literature on relativity physics. In contrast, the general 
Einstein addition (3) for relativistically admissible velocities that need not be parallel seems to 
have no algebraic structure and, accordingly, it is almost unheard of in texts on relativity physics. 
Fortunately, Thomas gyration comes to the rescue of the breakdown of commutativity and 
associativity in Einstein velocity addition, as we will see in Section 7. Consequently, Einstein 
velocity addition will emerge as a gyrocommutative, gyroassociative binary operation with rich 
algebraically physical structure. 
7. THOMAS GYRATION 
Let gyr[u, v] be the self-map of the ball R3~ generated by u, v e •3 according to the equation 
gyr[u, v]w = e(uev)e(ue(vew)) .  (13) 
The velocity gyr[u, v]w is said to be the gyration of the velocity w generated by the velocities u
and v. For u = v = 0 we have 
gyr[O, o]w = w, (14) 
so that gyr[O, O] vanishes, being the identity map of the ball R~. 
It can be shown that 
gyr[u, O]w = gyr[O, v]w = w (15) 
and that, more generally, 
gyr[u, v]w = w, ullv, (16) 
whenever u and v are parallel in the ball ]R~ of relativistic velocities [4]. 
Thus, gyrations generated by parallel relativistically admissible velocities vanish. 
As a special case of (16), and for later reference, we note that 
gyr[u, Gu]w = w, (17) 
for all u, w E ]~ since u and Ou = -u  are parallel. 
Owing to the breakdown of associativity in Einstein velocity addition, the self-map gyr[u, v] of 
the ball •c z, in general, does not vanish. It turns out to be an element of the group SO(3). The 
group SO(3) is the group of all 3 × 3 real orthogonal matrices with determinant 1. Indeed, the 
map gyr[u,v] can be written as a 3 × 3 real orthogonal matrix with determinant 1, as shown in 
[32]. More specifically, the map gyr[u, v] represents a rotation of the Euclidean 3-space ]~3 about 
its origin since it preserves the inner product in the ball. Indeed, we have 
gyr[u, v]a.gyr[u, r ib  = a.b (18) 
and, hence, 
Ilgyr[u, v]all = Ilall, (19) 
for all a ,b ,u ,v  C ]~3c, where • and II I! are the inner product and the norm that the ball ~ 
inherits from its space ~a. 
Furthermore, gyr[u, v] turns out to be an automorphism of the relativistic groupoid (IRa,, @) in 
the following sense. 
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(1) A groupoid (R~, @) is a non-empty set R~ with a binary operation @. 
~3 bijective (one-to-one) (2) An automorphism gyr[u, v], u, v E ]R 3, of the groupoid ( c, @) is a 
self-map of R~ that preserves its binary operation @. Indeed, 
(i) we have [4], 
(gyr[u, v]) -1 ----- gyr[v, u], (20) 
where (gyr[u, v]) -1 is the inverse of gyr[u, v], so that gyr[u, v] is bijective; and 
(ii) we have [4], 
gyr[u, v] (a@b) = gyr[u, v]a@gyr[u, v]b, (21) 
for all u, v, a, b E ~3 so that gyr[u, v] preserves the Einstein addition @ in the ball 
~ of all relativistically admissible velocities. 
The automorphism gyr[u, v], u, v c ~c s, is called the Thomas gyration generated by u and v. 
It is the mathematical bstraction of the relativistic effect known as the Thomas precession [36], 
as we explain in Section 9. 
Remarkably, Thomas gyration "repairs" the breakdown of commutativity and associativity in 
Einstein velocity addition, giving rise to their following gyro-counterparts, 
uOv = gyr[u, v] (v@u), Gyrocommutative Law, 
u@(v@w) = (u@v)@gyr[u, v]w, Left Gyroassociative Law, (22) 
(u@v)@w = u$(v@gyr[v, u]w), Right Gyroassociative Law, 
for all u, v, w E R~. The gyrocommutative and the gyroassociative laws of Einstein velocity 
addition share obvious analogies with the common commutative and associative laws of vec- 
tor addition, allowing the classical picture of velocity addition to be restored. Accordingly, the 
gyrocommutative and the gyroassociative laws of Einstein velocity addition give rise to the math- 
ematical group-like object called a gyrogroup. These gyro-terms have been coined in [35]. 
Moreover, Thomas gyration possesses the elegant left and right loop property 
gyr[u@v, v] = gyr[u, v], Left Loop Property, 
(23) 
gyr[u, v@u] -= gyr[u, v], Right Loop Property, 
for all u, v E R~. The loop property proves useful in (27) below and, more generally, in [4]. 
The identities in (18)-(23) are verified by lengthy but straightforward algebra that one can 
readily calculate by using a computer software for symbolic manipulation like MATHEMATICA 
or MAPLE. Hence, the task of proving these identities can be given to students as exercises. 
For readers who wish to verify (20), which is an identity between maps, we may note that the 
automorphism identity in (20) is equivalent to the vector identity 
gyr[v, u]gyr[u, v]w = w (24) 
in the ball ~ ,  for all u, v E ~,  which is an identity between vectors. 
A similar remark applies to the identities in (23) as well. For instance, to verify the first 
identity in (23), which is an identity between maps, one has to verify the equivalent identity 
gyr[uev, v]w = gyr[u, (25) 
in the ball R~, for all u, v, w E ~,  which is an identity between vectors. Noting the definition of 
@ and gyr in (3) and (13), one can verify (24) and (25) by straightforward algebra with the help 
of a computer software for symbolic manipulation. 
The prefix "gyro" that stems from Thomas gyration is extensively used to emphasize analo- 
gies with classical terms as, for instance, gyrocommutative, gyroassociative binary operations in 
gyrogroups [37], and gyrovector spaces [4,38]; see [35, fn. 36]. 
We can now harness the Thomas precession for work in relativity physics as well as in hyperbolic 
geometry, as the following illustrative xample of solving the equation 
x@a = b, (26) 
for Einsteinian velocities demonstrates. 
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Assuming that x satisfies (26), we wish to solve this equation for the unknown x and any given 
relativistically admissible velocities a and b. Employing the left gyroassociative law and the left 
loop property in (22),(23), we have the chain of equations 
x = x®0 
= x@(aOa) 
= (xea)¢gyr[x,  a](ea) 
= (x@a)egyr[x, a]a (27) 
= (xea)eg~[xea, a]a 
= begyr[b,  ala, 
thus verifying that the solution of the equation x@a = b in the ball l~  of Einsteinian velocities is 
the velocity x = b~gyr[b, a]a in the ball. Remarkably, the solution involves a Thomas gyration. 
It is clear from (27) that the left gyroassociative law owes its effectiveness to the left loop property. 
In a similar way, also the equation 
a@x = b (28) 
can be solved in •a e for the unknown x and any given a, b e ~a. Assuming that x satisfies (28), 
and employing the right gyroassociative law and (17), we have the chain of equations 
x = 0@x 
= (eaSa)$x  
= •ae(aegyr[a ,  ea]x)  (29) 
-= OaO(aGx) 
- Ca@b, 
thus verifying that the solution of the equation a@x = b in R~ is x = Oa@b. Unlike (27), the 
solution in (29) does not involve a Thomas gyration. 
Being able to solve the relativistic velocity equations (26) and (28) in (27) and (29), astronauts 
who want to journey around the universe can now manipulate relativistic velocities in a way fully 
analogous to the manipulation of Newtonian velocities. 
Guided by analogies with classical results, the solution (29) of the equation in (28) seems more 
"natural" than the solution (27) of the equation in (26). It will prove useful to make the solution 
(27) appear "natural" as well. For this purpose, we define the "Einstein velocity coaddition" (or, 
dual addition) [] by the equation 
a [] b = a@gyr[a, ob]b. (30) 
Then, if we use the obvious notation a [] b = a [] (Ob), we have the following desired result, 
aBb  = ag~ (Ob) 
= aCgyr[a, b](eb) 
= a¢(egyr[a, b]b) 
= a~gyr[a, bib 
(31) 
allowing the solution (27) of the relativistic velocity equation in (26) to be written as 
x = b~gyr[b, a]a -= b [] a, (32) 
which now shares a notational analogy with its classical counterpart. 
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Unexpected elegant analogies to which the Einstein coaddition gives rise will be uncovered in 
(49), (53),(54), and (96),(97). The mathematical beauty that Einstein coaddition introduces i
revealed by the duality symmetries that it captures, like the one exhibited in the following pair 
of identities, 
for all a, b E Rc 3. 
presented in [4]. 
a [] b = a@gyr[a, Ob]b, 
a@b -- a [] gyr[a, bib, 
(33) 
This and other duality symmetries that stem from Einstein coaddition are 
8. PLACING E INSTE IN  VELOCITY  ADDIT ION CENTRALLY  
IN  THE FOUNDATIONS OF  SPECIAL  RELAT IV ITY :  
AN OLD IDEA WHOSE T IME HAS COME BACK 
"As the simplest example of the superiority of the four-vector over the non-four-vector", Brehme 
compared in [23] "the four-vector of proper velocity with the three-vector coordinate velocity". 
He pointed out that while the four components of the four-vector of proper velocity transform 
under the Lorentz transformation in the right way (shown in our Identity (100)), 
The transformation law for the spatial components of the coordinate velocity, known 
as the Einstein (or relativistic) velocity addition theorem, is awkward and difficult to 
use in any but the very simplest situations [that is, Einstein velocity addition of parallel 
velocities]. Robert W. Brehme [23] 1968 
Brehme's opinion about Einstein velocity addition was justified in 1968, when it was published 
in [23]. Since 1991, however, his opinion is no longer justified following the discovery in [35] that, 
owing to the presence of Thomas precession, Einstein velocity addition is regulated by a grouplike 
mathematical structure, the gyrogroup. 
Thus, Einstein's attempt o place his relativistic velocity addition law centrally in special 
relativity is an old idea whose time has come back. Our way to place Einstein velocity addition 
and its underlying hyperbolic geometry centrally in the foundations of special relativity is the 
modern way to study special relativity along lines laid down by Einstein [6], Fock [21], and Sexl 
and Urbantke [8]. Rather than contradicting, Einstein velocity addition enhances Minkowski's 
approach by providing the new insights into the Lorentz group that we present in Section 13. 
9. THOMAS PRECESS ION 
Owing to the gyrocommutative law in (22), Thomas gyration is recognized as the familiar 
Thomas precession, since the gyrocommutative law was already known to Silberstein in 1914 in 
the following sense [34]. The Thomas precession generated by u, v E R~ is the unique rotation 
that takes v@u into u@v about an axis perpendicular to the plane of u and v through an angle 
< lr [30,33], as we explained below (11). Obviously, Silberstein did not use the terms "Thomas 
precession" and "gyrocommutative law" which have been coined later, respectively, following 
Thomas' 1926 paper [39], and in 1991 [35,37]. 
An excellent description of the 3-space rotation, which since 1926 is named after Thomas, is 
found in Silberstein's 1914 book [34]. In 1914 the Thomas precession did not have a name, and 
Silberstein called it in his 1914 book a "certain space-rotation" [34, p. 169]. An early study of 
the Thomas rotation, made by the famous mathematician Emile Borel in 1913, is described in 
his 1914 book [40] and, more recently, in [41]. According to Belloni and Reina [42], Sommerfeld's 
route to the Thomas precession dates back to 1909. The only knowledge Thomas had in 1925 
about the peculiar relativistic gyroscopic precession, however, came from De Sitter's formula 
describing the relativistic orrections for the motion of the moon, found in Eddington's book 
[43], which was just published at that time [4]. 
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The physical significance of the peculiar otation in special relativity emerged in 1925 when 
Thomas relativistically recomputed the precessional frequency of the doublet separation in the 
fine structure of the atom, and thus rectified a missing factor of 1/2. This correction has come to 
be known as the Thomas half. Thomas' discovery of the relativistic precession of the electron spin 
on Christmas 1925 thus led to the understanding of the significance of the relativistic effect which 
became known as the Thomas precession. Thomas died in Raleigh, NC, on April 20, 1992. A 
paper dedicated to the centenary of the birth of Thomas (1902-1992) has recently appeared [44]. 
Once identified as gyr[u, v], it is clear from its definition in (13) that Thomas precession 
owes its existence solely to the nonassociativity of Einstein addition of Einsteinian velocities. 
Accordingly, Thomas precession has no classical counterpart since the addition of Newtonian 
velocities is associative. 
Physics students are commonly taught hat special relativistic effects are negligible when the 
velocities involved are much less than the vacuum speed of light c. Yet, Thomas precession effect 
in the orbital motion of spinning electrons in atoms is clearly observed in resulting spectral lines 
despite the speed of electrons in atoms being small compared with the speed of light. One may, 
therefore, ask whether it is possible to furnish a classical background to Thomas precession [45]. 
Hence, it is important to realize that Thomas precession has no echo in classical mechanics. 
10. THE RELATIV IST IC  GYROVECTOR SPACE 
Modeled on the Einstein relativistic velocity groupoid (R3, •) and guided by analogies with 
group theory, the definition of the abstract gyrogroup and the resulting theory of gyrogroups and 
gyrovector spaces are presented in [4]. Einstein velocity addition admits scalar multiplication ® 
turning the Einsteinian velocity gyrogroup (R~, @) into a gyrovector space (]~3, ~, ®) just as the 
common vector addition admits scalar multiplication that turns the Newtonian velocity group 
(]~3, +) into the vector space (]~3, ÷, .). Hence, by analogy, in the same way that we may consider 
(R a, +, .) as a Newtonian velocity vector space, we consider (R~, ~, ®) as an Einsteinian velocity 
gyrovector space. 
The Einstein scalar multiplication that Einstein addition admits is given by the equation 
(1 + I lv lt /c)  r - (1 - I l v l l / cy  v 
r®v = c(1 + I lvl l /~Y + (1 - Ilvll/c)~ [[vll 
(34) 
= c tanh (r  tanh-1 I1:11) v 
 lvit' 
where r is any real number, r E ~, v e 1~3 v ¢ 0, and r®0 = 0, and with which we use the 
notation v®r = r®v. 
Einstein addition and scalar multiplication possess the following properties. For any positive 
integer n, and for all real numbers r, r~, r 2 E ]~ and admissible velocities v C R 3, 
n®v -- v®.. .  @v, n terms, 
(r 1 + r2)®v = rl®vGr2®v , Scalar Distributive Law, 
(rlr2)®v = rl®(r2®v), Scalar Associative Law. 
We may note that, unlike vector spaces, the Einstein gyrovector space does not possess a 
distributive law since, in general, 
r®(u@v) ~ r®u~)r®v, 
for r • R and u,v  • ~a. 
As an example, the Einstein half is given by the equation 
1 %, 
V, ~®v 1 +3'v 
(35) 
(36) 
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so that, accordingly, 
2® ®v =2®1+7v 
_ 7v v~ 7v v 
l+Tv  l+Tv  
=V 
(37) 
as expected from the scalar associative law of the Einstein gyrovector space. 
R3 Remarkably, the Einstein gyrovector space ( c, @, ®) of Einsteinian velocities with its hyper- 
bolic distance function given by the equation 
de(u ,v) = Iluevll (38) 
u, v 6 R 3, forms the setting for the Beltrami ball model of 3-dimensional hyperbolic geometry 
just as the vector space (~3, +, .) of Newtonian velocities with its Euclidean distance function 
d+(u ,v )  = II,-, - v i i  (39)  
forms the setting for the standard model of three-dimensional Euclidean geometry. Applications 
of gyrovector spaces in relativity physics and hyperbolic geometry are found in [4], and appli- 
cations in quantum computation geometry are found in [38] and [44]. The connection between 
Einstein velocity addition and the Beltrami ball model of three-dimensional hyperbolic geometry 
has been noted by Fock [21, p. 39], and is derived below, in (40)-(42). 
To see the connection between Einstein velocity addition and the Beltrami ball model of hy- 
perbolic geometry we use the notation 
ds 2 = Ilxe(x + dx)l] 2 (40) 
describing the Riemannian line element ds 2 as the squared Einsteinian distance (38) between a
point x and its infinitesimally close neighboring point x + dx in R 3. It links the Riemannian line 
element ds 2 with both 
(i) Einstein addition @ and subtraction O, and 
(ii) the Einstein hyperbolic distance function (38). 
In the two-dimensional case we have x = (xl,x2) and dx = (dxl,dX2) in (40). Taylor series 
expansion of ds 2, viewed as a function of the two variables dxl and dx2, about the origin (0, 0) 
gives 
ds 2 = E dz~ + 2S dxl dx2 + a d~ +. . . ,  (41) 
where, if we use the notation r 2 = x~ + x~, we have 
E = d c2 - ~ 
F = c 2 X lX2  
(c ~ _ r2)2, (42) 
C = P c2 - z~ (~-~)~" 
In differential geometry the functions E, F, and G of (Xl, x2) are known as the coefficients of the 
first fundamental form in the Cartesian coordinates (xl, x2) [46, p. 93]. 
The triple (g11, g12, g22) = (E, F, G) with g21 = g12 is known in differential geometry as the 
metric tensor giJ [47]. It turns out to be the metric tensor of the Beltrami disc model of hyperbolic 
geometry; see, for instance, [48, p. 220]. Hence, ds 2 in (40),(41) is the Riemannian line element 
of the Beltrami disc model of hyperbolic geometry, linked to Einstein velocity addition (3) and 
to the Einstein hyperbolic distance function (38). 
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The Euclidean rigid motions of the Euclidean space Ra are the transformations of Ra that 
keep the Euclidean distance function (39) invaxiant. These are translations x -~ v + x, and 
rotations, x --* Vx, where v, x E $~3 and V E SO(3). Similarly, The hyperbolic rigid motions 
of the hyperbolic ball space R 3 are the transformations of R 3 that keep the hyperbolic distance 
function (38) invariant. These are left gyrotranslations x --~ v@x, and rotations, x ~ Vx, where 
v ,x  E Rac and V E SO(3). 
More links between Einstein velocity addition and the Beltrami model, as well as analogies 
with classical results, will be uncovered in Section 11. 
11. HYPERBOLIC  GEODESICS ,  M IDPOINTS AND ANGLES 
As illustrative xamples we present basic expressions in analytic hyperbolic geometry, (44),(45) 
and (50), that shed light on the analogies that our approach in this article uncovers. 
A point v in the Einstein gyrovector space 3 (~c, (9, ®) or the Einstein gyrovector plane (]~, ~, 
®), shown in Figure 1, represents all the inertial frames ~v with relativistically admissible velocity 
v relative to a rest frame ~o. Accordingly, the relativistic velocity of frame ~v relative to frame 
~u is ~u@v, and the relativistic velocity of frame ~u relative to frame ~ is OvSu. Remarkably, 
these two Einsteinian reciprocal velocities are not reciprocal in the classical sense since they are 
Figure !. Points of the disc R~ - {v E R2 : ilvl I < c} represent two-dimensional 
relativistically admissible velocities v relative to some inertial rest frame with ve- 
locity 0. The latter, in turn represents the origin of the disc. While the disc origin 
is dist inguished in the Euclidean geometry of the disc, it is indistinguishable in its 
hyperbolic geometry. The disc R~ is endowed with Einstein addition @ and scalar 
multiplication ®, giving rise to the Einstein gyrovector plane (~2, @, ®), that turns 
out to be the Beltrami disc model of two-dimensional hyperbolic geometry. The 
geodesic segment joining the points u and v in the Einstein relativistic gyrovector 
hyperbolic , - disc (~2, ~,  ®) and the hyperbolic midpoint muv = muv oe~ween u and v are 
shown. The expressions that  generate the geodesic segment and its midpoint exhibit 
analogies with their Euclidean counterparts. 
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related by the identity 
euev = e(uev) = egyr[u, ev](eveu) (43) 
that involves a Thomas precession. Identity (43) is obtained by employing the automorphic 
inverse property of Einstein addition, according to which O(a@b) = OaOb, and the gyrocom- 
mutative law. The classical counterpart of (43), -u  + v = - ( -v  + u), is known as the principle 
of reciprocity. 
For any points u ,v  E ]~3, and the real parameter t E R that may represent "time", -c~ < t < 
oc, the curve 
ue(euev)®t, (44) 
called a gyroline, traces a geodesic line in the Beltrami ball model of hyperbolic geometry, as 
shown in Figure 1. It is the unique geodesic passing through the points u and v. It passes 
through the point u at "time" t = 0, and through the point v at "time" t = 1. Geodesics in 
the Beltrami ball model of hyperbolic geometry are the analog of straight lines in Euclidean 
geometry, representing paths that minimize arc lengths measured by the distance function (38). 
For t = 1/2 in (44) we have the hyperbolic midpoint muv, 
satisfying 
and 
muv = u@(Ou@v)® 1, (45) 
de(u, muv) = de(v, m~v). (47) 
The mathematical proof of (46),(47) is found in Chapters 3 and 4 of [4], where it is shown that 
the hyperbolic midpoint muv can also be written as 
m,,, ,  - 7uu  + 7, ,v  (48) 
7u +7,, 
and as 
1 
muv = ~®(u [] v). (49) 
The hyperbolic midpoint in (45)-(49) reduces to its Euclidean counterpart (u + v)/2 in the 
Newtonian limit c -~ ~.  
The extension of the analogy uncovered in (44) to angles is straightforward. For any points 
u, v, w 6 R 3 the hyperbolic angle a = Zvuw, generated by the intersecting eodesics that 
respectively pass through the points u ,v  and u, w, and therefore intersect at the point u, is 
given by the equation 
Ou¢v  Ou@w 
cosa  = Ileuevl~ Ileuewll' (50) 
shown in Figure 2. Thus, for instance, the three hyperbolic angles of a hyperbolic triangle Auvw, 
Figures 3 and 5, are given in terms of Einstein addition and scalar product by the equations 
Ou@v Ou@w 
COS O~ = - -  
lieu®vii Ilouewll' 
Ov@u Ov@w 
COS ]~ ~ - -  
llove~ll Ilevewll' 
Ow@v Ow@v 
cos7  = Ileweull I lowevll 
(51) 
muv = my.  (46) 
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eu~v eu~Bw 
COS ix 
Ileuevll Ileuewll 
Figure 2. The Einstein hyperbolic angle measure in an Einstein gyrovector space. 
v C u 
Figure 3. The Einstein hyperbolic sine rule in an Einstein gyrovector space. 
As expected in hyperbol ic geometry, the tr iangle angle sum is less than  ~r, 
~ + ~ +~/< ~. (52) 
Surprisingly, Thomas precession is able to "repair" the lack of equal i ty in (52), as we will see 
in (53),(54). 
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Figure 2 shows three points, u, v, w, in the Einstein gyrovector plane (]~c ~, @, ®). They rep- 
resent hree inertial frames, Eu, Ev, Ew, with relativistic velocities u, v, w relative to a rest 
frame Eo. The velocities of frames Ev and Ew relative to frame Eu are, respectively, @ufi)v and 
@u~w. Astrophysicists and space travelers who wish to measure the angle between these rela- 
tive velocities will have to invoke the Einstein hyperbolic angle measure (50) shown in Figures 2 
and 3 since it is this angle measure that remains invariant under the rigid motions of hyperbolic 
geometry [4, pp. 104-106]. 
The Einstein hyperbolic angle measure (50) coincides with the hyperbolic angle measure in 
the Beltrami ball model of hyperbolic geometry, commonly obtained by methods of differential 
geometry. To gain experience and confidence with the use of this angle measure readers may be 
encouraged to corroborate numerically the Einstein hyperbolic sine rule shown in Figure 3, which 
exhibit obvious analogies with its Euclidean counterpart. A study of the Einstein hyperbolic sine 
rule is found in [4]. 
To see once more the mysterious ability of Thomas precession to capture analogies with classical 
results, we rewrite (51) with Einstein addition @, (3), replaced by Einstein coaddition [], (33), 
obtaining the following hyperbolic triangle coangles of the hyperbolic triangle Auvw, 
Bu[ ]v  E ]u~w 
COS O~ t -~ 
IIBu vll I IBumwt l '  
Bv~u Bvmw 
cosf~'= I I [ ]v~ul l  IIBv~qw]l' (53) 
[ ]w~v Bw~v 
COS ~/t = 
II E]w[]ull l lSwmvll' 
where we use the notation [Su = -u ,  etc. 
For pedagogical purposes readers are encouraged to corroborate numerically the surprising 
result, 
a' + + = (54) 
for any hyperbolic triangle Auvw in the Einstein gyrovector space (]~, @, ®). Identity (54) 
captures a most elegant analogy with Euclidean geometry, according to which the hyperbolic 
triangle coangle sum is always 7r. Interested readers may find the geometry of (53),(54) in 
Figures (4.12)-(4.13) of [4]. Readers who experience the validity of (54) by corroborating it 
numerically are likely to be impressed by the power and elegance that the relativistic effect of the 
Thomas precession stores. We may note that while coangles are invariant under rotations of R 3, 
they are not invariant under left gyrotranslations of R 3. Indeed, coangles belong to cohyperbolic 
geometry rather than hyperbolic geometry; see Figure 4.16 of [4]. 
12. THE EUCL IDEAN AND THE HYPERBOLIC  
MIDPOINT-NEWTONIAN AND E INSTE IN IAN 
MECHANICAL  INTERPRETAT ION 
As usual, the letters c and m denote respectively the vacuum speed of light and mass. In this 
section, we use their boldface counterparts, c and m, with various subscripts and superscripts, 
to denote respectively CM velocities in special relativity, and related midpoints or centroids in 
Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry. Our main result is illustrated graphically in the analogies 
that Figures 4 and 5 share. 
Let us consider two particles with equal masses m moving with Newtonian velocities u, v C ~a. 
Their respective momenta re mu and mv so that their classical CM velocity is the point, 
Figure 4, 
newtonian mu + ?TrY U + V 
c .v  - - (55) 
m+m 2 
in the Newtonian velocity space R 3. 
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U~ m 
V~ 
u+v 
2 
_ u + w  
- 2 
._ v -~w 
2 
__ u+v+w 
- -  3 
W~ 77~ 
Figure 4. A material object with mass m is located at each of the three vertices u, v, 
and w of triangle Auvw in the Euclidean 3-space ]~3 of Newtonian velocities. The 
mdipoints of the sides of triangle Auvw are muv, muw, and mvw. The centroid 
muvw of triangle Auvw is equal to the velocity of the center of momentum of the 
three objects that are moving with Newtonian velocities u, v, and w relative to 
some inertial rest frame. This mechanical interpretation f the Euclidean triangle 
centroid is well known [49,51]. A straightforward extension of the interpretation to 
the relativistic regime, based on the concept of the relativistic mass, is shown in 
Figure 5. 
It turns out that the Newtonian CM velocity (55) coincides with the Euclidean midpoint, 
Figure 4, 
euclidean _ U -~- V 
muv 2 (56) 
of u, v E ](3. The Euclidean midpoint (56) thus has the Newtonian classical mechanical inter- 
pretation (55) as a classical CM velocity [49], 
euc l idean  newton ian  
muv = Cur • (57) 
By analogy with (55) and (56) let us consider two particles with equal rest masses m moving 
with Einsteinian velocities u, v E ](3 Their respective momenta must be relativistically corrected 
so that they are, respectively, mTuU and m7vv. Their CM velocity in the Einsteinian velocity 
space ]~ is, accordingly, the point 
einsteinian m~uU "~ m'yvV 
CUV ---~ 
mTu + mTv 
7uU + ~vV 
Vu+Vv ' 
(58) 
shown in Figure 5. 
It turns out that the Einsteinian CM velocity (58) coincides with the hyperbolic midpoint (48), 
hyperbolic __ ~ ?uu -]- "]/vv (59) 
muv 7u + Vv ' 
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hyperbolic Figure 5. The hyperbolic entroid muvw = muvw of a hyperbolic triangle 
Auvw in the Einsteinian velocity gyrovector space (R 2, @, ®) coincides with the 
velocity of the relativistic enter of momentum of three material objects with equal 
rest masses ituated at the vertices u, v, and w, of triangle Auvw,  as shown in (63). 
The analogous Newtonian counterpart is obvious, Figure 4, and is recovered in the 
Newtonian limit, c --~ or. 
of u, v E R 3, shown in Figure 1. The hyperbolic midpoint (59) thus has the Einsteinian relativistic 
mechanical interpretation (58) as a relativistic CM velocity, 
hyperbolic ~einsteinian (60) muv = -uv  
in full analogy with the Newtonian classical mechanical interpretation (55) of the Euclidean 
midpoint (56), presented in (57). 
The analogy (57) ~-~ (60) between the pairs (1) is shown in Figures 4 and 5. It demonstrates 
that the relativistic mass possesses hyperbolic geometric significance along with its well-known 
physical significance. 
Figure 5 is the hyperbolic/Einsteinian nalog of the Euclidean/Newtonian interpretation of
the triangle centroid in Figure 4 
In Figure 5 we extend the observations made in Figure 1 from the hyperbolic midpoint of 
two points to the hyperbolic entroid of three points. The three vertices of the hyperbolic 
triangle Auvw in Figure 5 represent three particles with equal rest masses m moving with 
relativistic velocities u, v, w E R~ relative to a rest frame To. Relativistically corrected, the 
relativistic momenta of the three particles are, respectively, m~/uU, m%~v, and m~/wW, so that 
their relativistic CM velocity is 
einsteinian ?7~"~uU ~ m~/v "~- m~/w w 
CUV w ~- 
m~/u + mTv + m~w (61) 
= 9'uU + 9'vV + 3'wW 
7u +Tv + 7w 
This turns out to be the hyperbolic entroid mhuYPw erbolie of the hyperbolic triangle Auvw, Figure 5, 
as we explain below. 
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The geodesic segment in triangle Auvw, Figure 5, joining a midpoint of a side with its opposite 
vertex is called a median. As in Euclidean geometry, the three hyperbolic triangle medians are 
concurrent, the point of concurrency being the triangle centroid [50]. Figure 5 shows that, as 
expected, the three medians of the hyperbolic triangle Auvw are concurrent. The point of 
mhyperbolic concurrency, mu~w = ---u~w , is called the hyperbolic centroid of the hyperbolic triangle 
Auvw. It can readily be calculated by elementary linear algebra, obtaining 
hyperbolic "~u + "/vV + 7wW (62) 
muv w -~ 
7u + 7v + 7w 
The task of verifying (62) from results shown in Figure 5 can be given to students as a project 
in elementary linear algebra. Indeed, it is interesting to realize that geodesics in the Beltrami 
model are Euclidean straight lines, and midpoints and centroids in that model, like the ones in 
(59) and (62), introduce linear structure into hyperbolic geometry. This linear structure, in turn, 
allows some problems in hyperbolic geometry to be solved by methods of linear algebra. 
Following (61) and (62) we have 
hyperbo l i c  e ins te in ian  
muv w = Cur  w • (63) 
Equation (63) extends the identity in (60) from a system of two particles with equal rest masses 
and velocities u and v to a system of three particles with equal rest masses and velocities u, v, 
and w. It demonstrates that the hyperbolic triangle centroid can be interpreted as a relativistic 
CM velocity of three moving particles with equal rest masses. 
The Euclidean analog of (62) is clearly the Euclidean centroid [49,51], 
of the Euclidean triangle Auvw. 
euclide~, U + V ÷ W (64) 
muvw -- 3 
Figure 6. The hyperbolic tetrahedron Auvwx, called a gyrotetrahedron, is shown 
in the Einstein gyrovector space underlying the Beltrami ball model of hyperbolic 
geometry, with vertices u,v,w,x E R3c. The gyrotetrahedron Auvwx is shown 
inside the c-ball ]R3c of the Euclidean 3-space ~a where it lives. The faces of the 
gyrotetrahedron are gyrotriangles. 
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Figure 7. Shown are the midpoints of the six sides and the centroids of the four 
faces of the gyrotetrahedron in Figure 6. The gyroline joining a vertex of a gyrote- 
trahedron and the hyperbolic entroid, gyrocentroid, of the opposite face is called a 
gyrotetrahedron median. The four medians of the gyrotetrahedron Auvwx, deter- 
mined by the four indicated centroids, are concurrent. The point of concurrency is
hyperbolic the gyrotetrahedron centroid muvwx given by (68). 
Moreover, the Newtonian-classical analog of the Einsteinian-relativistic CM velocity (61) is the 
Newtonian-classical CM velocity of three particles with equal masses, moving with Newtonian 
velocities u, v, w E ]~3 relative to a rest frame Z0, 
newtonian _ U÷V÷W 
Cuvw 3 (65) 
Hence, by (64) and (65), we have 
euclidean newtonian 
muv w = Cuv w , (66) 
thus obtaining the classical counterpart of (63). Identity (66) demonstrates that the Euclidean 
triangle centroid can be interpreted as a classical CM velocity. The analogy (66) ~ (63) extends 
the analogy (57) ~ (60) between the pairs in (1) from a system of two particles to a system of 
three particles. Further extension to four particles is shown in Figures 6 and 7. In these figures 
we see four particles with equal rest masses m, represented by the points u, v, w, x of the Einstein 
gyrovector space (R~, G, ®) of Einsteinian velocities. The four particles, accordingly, have the 
respective relativistic velocities u, v, w, and x. The relativistic CM velocity is given by the 
equation 
einsteinian m~/u + mVvV ÷ mVwW ÷ mVxX 
CUVWX -~" 
rote + m%, + mTw + mTx (67) 
= ~/uU ÷ VvV + 7wW ÷ 7×x 
7u + 7v -~- 7w + 7x 
and the hyperbolic centroid of the hyperbolic tetrahedron Auvwx is 
so that, Figure 7, 
mhyperbolic ~u u ÷ ~{v ÷ "fw w ÷ ~x X 
uvwx 
7u ÷ 7v ÷ 7w ÷Vx ' 
(68) 
hyperbolic einsteinian (69) 
II'].UVWX = Cuvwx • 
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Understanding the hyperbolic geometry that underlies (68) enables us to improve our under- 
standing of the physics of the relativistic CM velocity (67). 
As an example illustrating the physical understanding that we gain from geometry, we note 
that it follows from the geometric significance of the hyperbolic triangle centroid that it remains 
covariant under the hyperbolic rigid motions. Let us therefore left gyrotranslate he points in 
(67) by @y E R 3, obtaining 
O_ M__hyperbolic ")'@y(Bu(•yGu) -}- "Y~3y@v(Oy(~v) -]- 7~y@w(ey~w) -]- 7~3y@x(Oyox) (70) 
,y ~ I I Iuvwx 
Hence, by means of the equality (69) between hyperbolic triangle centroids and the relativistic 
CM velocity we have from (70), 
e ~ einsteinian "7@yGu(Oy(~u) q-~fey(gv(Gy(~v) q- ")'gy@w(ey~w) q- "y@y$x(Oy~x) 
y~Cuvwx = , (71) 
so that (hyperbolic) geometric significance implies (relativistic) physical significance. 
Clearly, (67) gives the velocity of the relativistic CM frame as measured by an observer who is 
at rest relative to the rest frame E0 and, similarly, (71) gives the velocity of the same relativistic 
CM frame, but as seen by an observer who is at rest relative to the inertial frame Ey. The 
relativistic CM velocity, as a result, is observer covariant. It is, thus, a useful example illustrating 
the improved understanding of relativity physics gained by hyperbolic geometry considerations. 
Having the relativistic CM velocity and its harmonious interplay with hyperbolic geometry in 
hand, one can show that within the context of hyperbolic geometry the relativistic CM velocity 
is observer covariant in the same way that the hyperbolic entroid of the hyperbolic tetrahedron 
(the gyrotetrahedron in Figures 6 and 7) is covariant under the hyperbolic rigid motions of the 
hyperbolic tetrahedron. Hyperbolic geometric interpretation of diverse physical phenomena are 
found in [52]. 
The Euclidean counterpart of the hyperbolic entroids in Figures 1, 5, and 7 have recently 
been studied by Krantz [51]. At the end of his study Krantz expresses the hope to include in his 
study centroids on a Riemannian manifold. Our study of hyperbolic entroids certainly provides 
a modest step in this direction. 
13. THE LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION 
AND ITS GYRO-ALGEBRA 
The three-vector formalism with Einstein velocity addition (and its gyrogroup structure) pro- 
vides insight to the Minkowskian four-vector formalism with Lorentz transformation (and its 
group structure). 
The gyro-algebra ofThomas gyration captures analogies that the Lorentz transformation shares 
with its Galilean counterpart as well. These analogies can help readers to extend their intuitive 
understanding of the Galilei transformation group to intuitive understanding of the Lorentz 
transformation group. It will be found in this section that in the context of hyperbolic geometry 
the Lorentz transformation appears as natural and intuitive as its Galilean counterpart appears 
in the context of Euclidean geometry. 
Let (t,x) t, where exponent t denotes transposition, be a spacetime vent, x E ~3, t C R +, 
R + being the positive ray of the real line, ~+ = {r C ~ : r > 0}. A Lorentz transformation f 
spacetime coordinates i a coordinate transformation that leaves the norm 
1(:)i ix,2c2 ,72  
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of a spacetime vent (t, x) t invariant. A Lorentz transformation without rotation is known in 
the jargon as a boost. Let L(u) be a Lorentz boost parameterized by a relativistically admissible 
velocity u e R 3. Its application to spacetime coordinates (t, x) t = (t, vt )  t is given by the equation 
(uov  o(l+ uv)  (r)) 9". t + ~u.x  (73) 
1 9"~ (u.x)u 
9'uUt + x + e2 1 + 3'u 
leaving the spaeetime norm (72) invariant, 
{(:> (:;) 
The boost is a linear transformation f spacetime coordinates that has the matrix representation 
Lm(v) given by the equation [32,53,54], 
9'v C-29'vVl 
3,vvi 1 "3 t- C -2  9'2 1 v2 
9'v + 
Lm(v)  = c_2 72 
9',,v2 7v + 1 vlv2 
3'vV3 C -2 9'2 VlV3 
%,+1 
so that 
I 
t 
X3 
C-29'vV2 C--29'vV3 
72 
C--2 ,v t VlV2 C--2 v 
9"v ~- 1 9',, + i vlvs 
2 3, 2 
1 + c -2 ~-~+i v 2 c -2 ~. t V2U 3 
3,v -t- 1 
c-2 3,2 1+c-2  721v  ~ 
"/v + i V2%t3 ~v'-{- 
(75) 
(> _-- X~ __ t ~ |~,~ x," (76) 
Here v (vl,v2,v3) t E R 3, x (xl,x2,x3) t E R 3, x' , , , t = = = (Xl ,X2,Xs) c •a, and t , t '  6 1~+. 
In the Newtonian limit of large vacuum speed of light, c --* oo, the Lorentz boost L(v), (76), 
reduces to the Galilei boost G(v), v = (vl, v2, v3) E 1~ z, 
G(v) ( tx )= l imc-~ L(v) ( : )  
= v l  1 0 xl 
v2 0 1 x2 (77) 
V 3 0 0 X 3 
= x l  +v l t  = t 
x2+v2t  x+vt  ' 
\ x3 + v3t 
where x = (xl ,  x2,  x3)  t E ]~3 and t e 1~ +. 
The composition of two Galilei boosts is equivalent to a single Galilei boost, and is given by 
parameter composition according to the equation 
G(u)a(v) = C(u + v) (78) 
as it is clear from (77). 
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The composition of Lorentz boosts is more complicated than that of Galilei boosts since, in 
general, the composition of two Lorentz boosts is not a boost but, rather, a boost preceded (or 
followed) by a space rotation that Thomas precession generates. 
Let V E SO(3) be a space rotation, and let E(V) be the space rotation of a spacetime vent, 
extended from V by the equation 
E(V) = V x '  
t E R +, x E ]~3. Similarly, let Gyr[u,v] be the space gyration of a spacetime vent, extended 
from gyr[u, v] by the equation 
Gyr[u, v] = E(gyr[u, v]). (80) 
Then, the relativistic analog of (78) is [4], 
n(u)L(v) = n(u@v)Gyr[u, v] 
= Gyr[u, v]L(v@u). (81) 
Hence, the composition of two successive Lorentz boosts, L(v) followed by L(u), 
(1) is equivalent to a single boost, L(uev),  preceded by the Thomas gyration generated by 
u and v; and equally well, it 
(2) is equivalent to a single boost, L(v@u), followed by the same Thomas gyration generated 
by u and v. 
The Lorentz transformation L(v, V) of spacetime vents (t, x) t E ~+ × ~3 is a boost preceded 
by a space rotation, 
Hence, explicitly, the Lorentz transformation L(v, V) takes the form 
L(v, V) = 1 -y~ (v.Vx)v 
"yvVt + Vx + c2 1 +-----~v 
vER 3 ,VESO(3) ,xE~s  tCR + , as we see from (73) . 
In the Newtonian limit of large vacuum speed of light, c -~ co, the Lorentz transformation 
L(v, V) in (83) reduces to its Galilean counterpart G(v, V), 
t 
v e R ~, V e SO(3), x E ~3, t C ~. 
Clearly, the Lorentz transformation L(v, I) with no rotation, I being the identity element of 
SO(3), is a Lorentz boost, 
L(v, I) = L(v), (85) 
for all v E 1~3 shown in (76). Similarly, for all v E ]R 3 
G(v, I) = C(v), (86) 
is a Galilei boost, shown in (77). 
The composition of two Galilei transformations is given by parameters composition according 
to the equation 
a(u, u)a(v, v) = a(u + v,,, vv) ,  (87) 
where u, v e H3, and U, V E SO(n). 
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In full analogy, the composition of two Lorentz transformations is given by parameters com- 
position according to the equation [4], 
L(u, U)L(v, V) -- L(u@Uv, gyr[u, Uv]UV), (88) 
where u, v • $[3, and U, V • SO(3). 
The Galilei transformation composition law (87) is obvious, known as a product called the 
semidirect product. In contrast, he Lorentz transformation composition law (88) is a new result, 
called the gyrosemidirect product [4]. Its usefulness stems from the analogies that it shares with 
its Galilean counterpart (87). 
The Lorentz transformations (83) form a subgroup of the so called full Lorentz group. This 
subgroup is known as the homogeneous, proper, orthochronous Lorentz group S0(3, 1). It is: 
(1) homogeneous, since each of its elements i a Lorentz transformation that takes the origin 
of spacetime coordinates into an origin of spacetime coordinates; 
(2) proper, since each of its elements i  a Lorentz transformation that is continuously con- 
nected to the identity transformation f spacetime; and 
(3) orthochronous, since each of its elements i  a Lorentz transformation that preserves the 
sign of time, that is, it takes positive (negative) time into positive (negative) time. 
Identity (88) is thus the group operation of the homogeneous, proper, orthochronous Lorentz 
group S0(3, 1). 
The velocity-orientation representation L(v, V) of the homogeneous, proper, orthochronous 
Lorentz transformation group in terms of its two relative parameters, the relative velocity pa- 
rameter v • ~3 and the relative orientation parameter V • SO(3), in (83) involves exclusively 
its intrinsic elements v and V. In contrast, he usual representation bymatrices, (75), or second 
order tensors carries an excessive number of parameters. 
The velocity-orientation representation L(v, V) is not new. It has already been in use in 
Silberstein's 1914 book [34, p. 168] along with the Lorentz transformation composition law 
L(u, u)n(v, V) = n(w, W). (89) 
However, unlike (88), Silberstein did not express explicitly the composite pair (w, W) in terms of 
its generating pairs (u, U) and (v, V). Hence, the Lorentz transformation composition law (89) 
that Silberstein used in the early days of special relativity is almost invariably absent in modern 
texts. Most modern explorers of relativity physics abandon the 1914 Lorentz transformation 
composition law (89), realizing that its study is severely restricted by its complexity, as one can 
see from the attempt in [55]. The complexity, however, effortlessly fades away in (88). 
The modern way to deal with the problem of the composition of two successive Lorentz trans- 
formations, which is quiet different from that of Silberstein, iswell described by [56, Chap. 5] and 
[57, Chap. 1]. It involves Lorentz matrices (or tensors) which tell very little about he two under- 
lying physically significant observables involved, that is, the relative velocities and the relative 
orientations between inertial frames, and their composition laws. 
Recently, the need to improve our understanding of the Lorentz transformation composition 
led Coll and Fernando to present the composition i  terms of Lorentz transformation generators, 
employing the so called Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula of the theory of Lie algebras [58]. 
Available methods to study the Lorentz transformation composition law analytically are thus 
complicated and far beyond the reach of the undergraduate physics student. In contrast, the 
gyro-formalism that we introduce in this article enables the Lorentz transformation composition 
law, (88), to be presented to the undergraduate physics tudent in a formula that can easily be 
derived, and that provides vivid visual analogies with its Galilean counterpart, (87). 
To see another emarkable analogy that the velocity-orientation representation f the Lorentz 
transformation shares with its Galilean counterpart, let 
( : t )  and (vt l , )  (90) 
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be two Galilean spacetime vents, u, v E ]~3, and t, t ~ C R, with equal time components, 
t=t ' .  (91) 
Then, the unique Galilei transformation without rotation (boost) that links the two spacetime 
events in (90),(91) has the velocity parameter v - u, satisfying 
(:) a(v -u )  t = vt' ' (92) 
as one can readily see from (77). We call (77) a Galilei link. 
In the anMogous relativistic link, the Galilean negative velocity addition, - ,  in (92) becomes 
the Einstein negative coaddition, El, in (31), as we will see in (95) below. Let 
() t and (93) ut vt ~ 
be two relativistic spacetime vents, u, v E 1~3, and t, t I C 1~+, with equal spacetime norms, 
t'~/1-[Iv][2 = tc2  ~/1 I[u[]2c2 . (94) 
Then, the unique Lorentz transformation without rotation (boost) that links the two spacetime 
events in (93),(94) has the velocity parameter v [] u, satisfying 
(:) (') L(v[ ]u)  t = vt' ' (95) 
as we see from [4, p. 343-348]. 
We call (95) a Lorentz link. The analogies that the Lorentz link (95) shares with the Galilean 
link (92) are obvious. Remarkably, the analogies that the Lorentz and the Galilei links share 
are uncovered in terms of Einstein coaddition rather than Einstein addition. This observation 
demonstrates that in order to capture analogies that Einsteinian velocities hare with Newtonian 
velocities the two mutually dual Einstein additions, @ and [], must be invoked. 
Furthermore, the most general Galilei transformation that links the simultaneous spacetime 
events in (90),(91) is G(v - Ru, R), satisfying 
G(v -Ru ,  R) ut = vt' ' (96) 
for all u ,v  C R a, and t,t '  C ]~, where R C SO(3) is a free rotation parameter. Identity (96) 
reduces to (92) when the rotation R vanishes, that is, when R reduces to the identity map I. 
In full analogy, the most general homogeneous, proper, orthochronous Lorentz transformation 
that links the equinorm spacetime vents in (93),(94) is L(v [] Ru, R) satisfying [4,59,60], 
L (v[ ]Ru,  R) ut = vt' ' (97) 
for all u, v E ]~, and t, t ~ E ]E +, where R C SO(3) is a free rotation parameter. 
Historically, the problem of determining Lorentz links between given spacetime events was only 
partially solved by several explorers, as evidenced from [61]. Only recently the problem was also 
solved by Urbantke by studying Lorentz boosts from a geometrical viewpoint, expressing boosts 
in terms of line reflections [62]. 
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14. THE (P :Q) -MIDPOINT 
Our study of the relativistic CM velocity began in Section 11 with the study of the hyperbolic 
midpoint in the Einstein gyrovector space, Figure 1. The hyperbolic midpoint enabled us to 
recognize geometrically, as various hyperbolic centroids, the CM velocities of systems of moving 
particles with equal rest masses, Figures 4-7. In order to extend our study to systems ofparticles 
with arbitrary masses we must extend the hyperbolic midpoint concept to that of the hyperbolic 
(p : q)-midpoint, p, q _> 0, where the latter educes to the former when p = q. 
_- R3 Let R 3 ( c, ¢, ®) be an Einstein gyrovector space, and let v E R~ and t c ]R +, where R + is 
the ray 
R + = {t e R: t_> 0}. (98) 
The pair (t, vt) ~ represents a pacetime event with time t and space x = yr. The Lorentz boost 
L(u), u @ R 3, of this event is given by (73) which, by means of Einstein addition (3) and the 
gamma identity (6), can be written in the form 
) ,00, t (u,vl, 
Hence, in particular, for t = ~,~ we have the elegant identity 
~vv \ ~uev (uev) ] 
that expresses the application fthe Lorentz boost parameterized by u to a unimodular spacetime 
event parameterized by v as a left gyrotranslation uGv of v by u, for any u, v C ]~3. Clearly, 
the unimodular spacetime event is the familiar Minkowskian four-velocity. 
Having matrix representation, (75), the Lorentz boost is linear. To exploit he llnearity of the 
Lorentz boost let us consider the linear combination f two unimodular spacetime events 
P 7aa ~bb \ I r faa+qTbb] =r  7rain (101) 
p, q > 0, a, b E R 3, where r >_ 0 and m E R 3 are to be determined in (102) and (103) below. 
Comparing ratios between lower and upper entries in (101) we have 
m = re(a ,  b; p, q) - pTaa + qTbb 
PT, + qTb (102) 
so that, by convexity, m E R 3 as desired. The point m(a, b; p, q) is called the (p:q)-midpoint of 
a and b in R 3. This term will be justified by Identity (113) below. 
Similarly, comparing upper entries in (101) we have 
P~a + qTb 
r -- (103) 
7m 
Applying the Lorentz boost L(x), x E ]R 3, to (101) in two different ways, it follows from (100) 
and the linearity of the Lorentz boost that on one hand 
= pL(x) ~/aa 7bb 
=p ( "Yx~ ~ + ( ~ ~ (104/ 
7xe~(xea) ] q \ 7xeb(xeb) / 
= ( PTxea + qTxeb "~ 
\P'Yxea(x~a) + qTxCb(X@b)/] ' 
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and on the other hand 
=r(  x,m ) 
%e. ,xem / 
/ rVxem 
=   xe=Xem)" 
Comparing ratios between lower and upper entries of (104) and (105) we have 
(lO5) 
xGm = p%ea(xea) + qTxeb(X¢b), (106) 
P'~x~ga + qq'xCb 
so that by (102) and (106), 
x®m(a,  b; p, q) = m(xea ,  x®b; p, q). (lO7) 
Identity (107) demonstrates that the structure of the (p : q)-midpoint m of a and b as a 
function of points a and b is not distorted by left gyrotranslations. Similarly, it is not distorted 
by rotations in the sense that if R represents a rotation of ]~ then 
Rm(a, b;p, q) = m(Ra, Rb;p, q). (108) 
It follows from Identities (107) and (108) that the (p : q)-midpoint m E R 3 possesses, as a 
function of the points a, b C ~3, hyperbolic geometric significance. It is covariant with respect 
to the hyperbolic motions of ~ .  The associated relativistic mechanics ignificance of the (p : q)- 
midpoint m as the relativistic CM velocity will be uncovered in (112) below. 
Comparing the top entries of (104) and (105) we have 
r ---- .Pqxea + qVxeb (109) 
~xCm 
But, we also have from (103) 
P~a + qTb (110) 
~m 
implying that the positive scalar r = r(a,b;p,q) in (109) and (110) is invariant under left 
gyrotranslations of a and b. Clearly, it is also invariant under rotations of a and b so that, being 
invariant under the group of motions of hyperbolic geometry, it possesses hyperbolic geometric 
significance. As such, we call r = r(a, b; p, q) a hyperbolic geometric scalar. 
Substituting x =em in (109) we have 
r = P~em@a + q~em@b~ (111) 
revealing the meaning of the scalar r. It represents he joint relativistic mass of two particles with 
rest masses p and q, relativistically corrected in Era. The CM inertial frame Em is represented 
in Figure 8 by the CM velocity point m. 
Substituting x = Gm in (106) we obtain the identity 
PTemea(em®a) + qVemeb(@meb) = O, (112) 
revealing that Em is the vanishing momentum inertial frame. As in classical mechanics, the frame 
Em is called the relativistic CM frame since the total momentum in that frame, (112), vanishes. 
Accordingly, the point m in Figure 8 represents he CM velocity of two particles with rest masses 
p and q, and velocities a and b. 
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[P~emea(@m~a)  = qTemeb(@m~b!  
/ 2 
/ e r PTa+qTb I 
Figure 8. Hyperbolic barycentric (gyrobarycentric) oordinates of a geodesic seg- 
ment. The (p : q)-midpoint m is the point of the Einstein gyrovector space (Rat, ~, ®) 
with gyrobarycentric coordinates (p; q) relative to the set {a, b} in R3. When p(q) 
varies from 0 to 1, the (p : q)-midpoint m slides along the geodesic setment from b 
to a (from a to b). 
We may note that (112) can be written, equivalently, as 
p?eme~(em@a)  = @qVemeb(em@b).  (113) 
Owing to its property (113), the relativistic CM velocity m = re(a, b; p, q), given by (102), is 
called the (p : q)-midpoint of a and b in R 3. Property (113) of the (p : q)-midpoint means that 
the ratio between the proper velocity of frame ~'b relative to the CM frame Tm and the proper 
velocity of frame Ta relative to the CM frame Tm is p : q. 
Rewriting (110) as 
rTm = PTa + q?b, (114) 
we obtain the two identities (113) and (114) that form the relativistic law of the lever, illustrated 
in Figure 8. It is fully analogous to the classical law of the lever, to which it reduces in the 
Newtonian limit c --* c~. 
The origin 0 of an Einstein gyrovector space Rc 3 = (•3, ~, ®) represents the vanishing velocity 
of a rest frame T0. Two moving objects with rest masses p, q > 0 and respective velocities 
a, b E R 3 relative to To, as well as their CM velocity m, are shown in Figure 8 for R 2. The 
relativistically corrected masses are PTa and qTb so that the total relativistic mass of the two 
objects in Figure 8 is PTa + qVb. This, by (114), is equal to tTm, that is, the relativistically 
corrected mass of an object with rest mass t moving with the CM velocity m relative to ~0. 
The (p : q)-midpoint is homogeneous in the sense that it depends on the ratio p : q of the 
masses p and q, as we see from (102). Since it is the ratio p : q that is of interest, we call (p : q) 
the homogeneous gyrobarycentrie coordinates of m relative to the set A = (a, b}, Figure 8. Under 
the normalization condition p + q = 1, the homogeneous gyrobarycentric coordinates (p : q) of m 
relative to the set A are called gyrobarycentric coordinates. Their classical counterpart, known 
as barycentric oordinates, [63] (also known as trilinear coordinates, [64]), were first conceived 
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by MSbius in 1827; see for instance, [65], where various aspects of hyperbolic geometry are 
attractively presented. 
When p = q the (p : q)-midpoint of a and b reduces to the midpoint mab, (59), as we see from 
(102), 
mab = re(a, b, p, p) = 0'aa + "/bb (115) 
'~a "~ ~/b 
15. THE COVARIANT RELATIVISTIC 
CENTER OF MOMENTUM VELOCITY 
DEFINITION. Let S be an isolated system of n noninteracting material particles the k-th particle 
of which has rest mass mk> 0 and velocity vk E ]~3 relative to a rest frame ~o, k -- 1 . . . .  , n. 
(1) The relativistic CM velocity of the system S is 
• mkTvk Vk 
~=i (ii6) 
v0 = ~ mk'Yvk 
k=l  
relative to the rest frame Eo, and 
(2) the CM rest mass is 
f i  mkTv~ 
k=l  
m - (i17) 
"YVo 
Furthermore, 
(3) the homogeneous gyrobarycentric coordinates of the relativistic CM velocity Vo relative to 
the set 
A = {vi, v2 , . . . ,  vn} 
are 
(ml :m2 : , . . . ,mn) .  
(4) The relativistic CM velocity v0 in an Einstein gyrovector space (1~ 3, @, ®) is called the 
(mi : m2 : , . . . ,  mn)-midpoint 
of the set A = {vi, v~,. . .  , vn} in ]~. 
We will now justify the Definition by demonstrating that 
(i) the CM velocity of the system and the velocities of the system particles vary together, 
that is, the CM velocity is covariant; and that 
(ii) the mass of the CM is invariant. 
The velocity v0 and the rest mass m of the relativistic CM are clearly consistent with the 
classical picture. 
Let (%,k,%,kVk) t, Vk E ]~, k = 1, . . . ,  n, be n unimodular spacetime vents, and let 
k=l  k~'~vk Vk k" "Yv° V0 "] 
(ii8) 
mk >_ O, be a generic linear combination of these spacetime vents, where m >_ 0 and v0 E R~ 
are to be determined in (119) and (126) below. 
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Comparing ratios between lower and upper entries in (118) we have 
• mk'Yvk Vk 
V0 = v0(vz , . . . , vn ;ml , . . . ,ms)  = k=l 
~ mkTv~ 
k=l 
, (119) 
so that Vo lies in the convex set spanned by the points vk of R 3, k = 1, . . . ,  n. Hence, v0 E R 3 as 
desired. 
Applying the Lorentz boost L(x), x e R 3, to (118) in two different ways, it follows from (100) 
and from the linearity of the Lorentz boost that, on one hand 
and on the other hand, 
\ ")'v° V0 k=l \ ')'v~ Vk 
= ( 7xevk ) 
~mk \ 7xevk (x~vk) 
k=l 
=( s k~l mk~'x~v~ )
( )} ( 
\ %0 Vo \ %0 Vo / 
\ m'~xe,,o (xevo) ] " 
Comparing ratios between lower and upper entries of (120) and (121) we have 
(120) 
(121) 
mk'yxevk (xevk) 
x@v0 = k=l , (122) 
~ mk"/x@vk 
k=l 
so that, by (119) and (122), 
x@v0(vl , . . . ,  v,~; ml,.. . ,  ms) = v0(x@vl, . . . ,  x@v~; ml , . . . ,  ms). (123) 
Identity (123) demonstrates that the structure of v0 as a function of points vk 6 ]~3, k = 
1, . . . ,  n, is not distorted by a left gyrotranslation f the points by any x E R~ s. 
Similarly, the structure is not distorted by rotations in the sense that if R represents a rotation 
of R~ then 
Rv0(v l , . . . ,  vs; ml , . . . ,  ms) = vo(RVl , . . . ,  Rvs; ml , . . . ,  ms). (124) 
Hence the point vo 6 Re s is covariant under the hyperbolic rigid motions of •3. It possesses, 
as a function of the points v l , . . . ,  vn 6 R 3, hyperbolic geometric significance. In other words, 
following the vision of Felix Klein in his Erlangen Program [65], v0 is a hyperbolic geometric 
object. 
Comparing the top entries of (120) and (121) we have 
~-~. mk')'×@vk 
k=1 m = (125) 
qx~vo 
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But, we also have from (118) 
implying that the positive scalar 
• mk')'vk 
k=l  
= , (126) 
~'vo 
m = re(v1,.. .  ,vn; ml , . . . ,  ran) = m(x@vl , . . . ,  x~v~; ral, . . .  , ran) (127) 
in (125) and (126) is invariant under any left gyrotranslation f the points Vk E ]~3, k = 1, . . . ,  n. 
Clearly, it is also invariant under any rotation of its generating points vk. Hence, m is a scalar 
that possesses hyperbolic geometric significance. 
To determine the CM velocity of the system S, that is, the velocity of a frame where the total 
momentum of the system S vanishes, we substitute x -- Ov0 in (122) obtaining 
~ mkVev0$v~ (Ov0@vk) = 0. (128) 
k---1 
The resulting identity (128) demonstrates that the relativistic momentum vanishes in the frame 
~vo thus justifying the definition of the CM velocity vo in (116). The point vo e ]~3, therefore, 
represents he covariant CM velocity of the system S. 
Substituting x = @v0 in (125) we have 
n 
m= ~-~ mk~/ev0evk, (129) 
k=l  
revealing the relativistic interpretation of the hyperbolic geometric scalar m. It represents the 
CM rest mass of the system S. It is the sum of the relativistically corrected masses mkTe~oev~, 
k = 1, . . . ,  n, relative to the CM frame ~vo. This justifies the definition in (117) of the CM rest 
mass .  
16. GYROBARYCENTRIC  COORDINATES AND 
GENERAL IZED HYPERBOLIC  MIDPOINTS 
The midpoint mu,v in Figure 1 is the (1 : 1)-midpoint of the set {u, v}. Its gyrobarycentric 
coordinates relative to the set {u, v} in R 3 are (1/2 : 1/2). 
The centroid of the Euclidean triangle Auvw in Figure 4 is the Euclidean (1 : 1 : 1)-midpoint 
of the triangle. Its barycentric coordinates relative to the set {u, v, w} in •3 are (1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3). 
The centroid of the hyperbolic triangle Auvw in Figure 5 is the hyperbolic (1 : 1 : 1)-midpoint 
of the triangle. Its gyrobarycentric coordinates relative to the set {u,v,w} in R3 are (1/3 : 1/3 : 
1/3). 
Finally, the hyperbolic (ml : m2 : m3)-midpoint of the hyperbolic triangle AVlV2V 3 in Figure 9 
has gyrobarycentric coordinates (ml /m:  m2/m : m3/m) relative to the set {vl, v2, v3} in R3c, 
where ml, m2, m3 ~> 0, and m --- ml + rn2 + m3. 
The various hyperbolic midpoints and their homogeneous gyrobarycentric coordinates in Fig- 
ure 9 are listed below. 
The generalized midpoint 
(ml : m2)- midpoint = 
Ty~l'YvlVl -~- m2-),v2V2 
ml"Yvl -~- m2"/v2 
(13o) 
has homogeneous gyrobarycentric coordinates (ml : m2) relative to the set {vl, v2}. It represents 
the CM velocity of the system of two particles with masses ml and m2, moving with respective 
velocities vl and v2. 
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Figure 9. Generalized hyperbolic midpoints in the Einstein gyrovector space (1~3, @, 
®). Three particles with arbitrary masses ml, m2, m3 > 0 that move with respective 
velocities Vl, v2, v3 relative to a rest frame T0 are shown together with various gen- 
eralized hyperbolic midpoints and their homogeneous gyrobarycentric coordinates. 
The generalized hyperbolic midpoints represent relativistic CM velocities. 
The (ml : m3) -  and (ms : m3)-midpoints in Figure 9 are similar. 
The generalized midpoint 
(ml : m2 : m3)-midpoint = mlTvlvl  + m27v:V2 + m3"/vaV3 
mlVvl + rn~/v2 q- m3~'v3 
(131) 
has homogeneous gyrobarycentric coordinates (ml :m2 :mu) relative to the set {v~,v2 v3}. It 
represents he CM velocity of the system of three particles with masses rnl, rn2, and ma, moving 
with respective velocities Vl, v2 and v3. 
The geodesic line connecting a generalized midpoint of two vertices with the opposite vertex 
of a triangle is called a generalized median. The concurrency of the three triangle generalized 
medians in Figure 9 is not accidental. In its most general form it insures that in calculating the 
relativistic CM velocity and mass of a system of noninteracting particles, one can replace any 
subsystem of particles by a single fictitious particle that possesses the CM velocity and mass of 
the subsystem. 
Owing to the reality of the relativistic mass Einstein addition of three-velocities is an indis- 
pensable relativistic tool. Contrasting the harmonious interplay between three-velocities and the 
relativistic mass, the latter is in conflict with Minkowskian four-vector spacetime approach. Ex- 
planation and rationalization of the resulting never-ending debates about the status of mass in 
special relativity are provided by Beisbart and Jung in a recent, 2004, article entitled "The messy 
mass? On the concept of mass in special relativity". We realize in this article that within the 
frame of Einsteinian relativity, as opposed to Minkowskian relativity, the problem that Beisbart 
and Jung explain and rationalize does not exist. 
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